
Report Says Colombia Has a
'Shadow State' of Mass
Surveillance

London, September 1 (teleSUR-RHC)-- The Colombian police and intelligence agencies have deployed "secret and unlawful" surveillance tools and techniques that allows the authorities to have access to mass Internet and cellphone data of citizens beyond the scope of law, a new report by the London-based advocacy group Privacy International said Monday.

"We all thought that Colombia’s history of illegal surveillance and abuses of power was well documented," Matthew Rice, advocacy officer at Privacy International, said in a statement. "This report shows there are still practices to expose, systems to reveal, and questions to be answered." 

According to the detailed report, one tool called Integrated Record System, which was developed by the Colombian police intelligence starting in 2005 can monitor 3G cellphones and snoop on lines carrying voice and data communications for the whole country.

The report added the system had the capacity of collecting 100 million cell data and 20 million text message records per day without the service providers' knowledge or consent.

Also, Colombian government agencies were deploying tactical surveillance, according to the investigation. The police intelligence agency DIPOL was deploying fake phone base stations that “can monitor phone usage and intercept communications without involvement from service providers nor necessarily with the knowledge of judicial authorities,” the report said in its introduction.

The report said that the new high level technology was being provided to Colombian authorities by two Israeli companies, the Israeli arm of the security and surveillance company Verint Systems and security Nice Systems, also based in Israel.

“The scandals have shocked and galvanized Colombia’s civil society and ordinary citizens. But it has reinforced their assumption that they are always monitored,” the report said.

The report highlighted that these moves taken by the government in recent years were undermined by the secret expansion of those surveillance tools, which are illegal under the country's “flawed” laws.

“This investigation by Privacy International based on confidential documents and testimonies shows that recent reforms have been undermined by surreptitious deployment of mass, automated communications surveillance systems by several government agencies outside the realm of what is proscribed by Colombia’s flawed intelligence laws. 
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